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Neironix is the first independent international rating agency for investment risk evaluation in 
blockchain economics, where ratings are assigned to the projects automatically on the basis of 

mathematical scoring results, neuron networks, and multidimensional analysis of large bulk of data. 
The platform is designed for analysis and subsequent management of risks typical of projects with 

investments in projects with high degree of uncertainty.

The rating of Neironix blockchain-projects is formed on the basis of 75 parameters and risk factors 
associated with investing in blockchain start-ups.This approach allows one to draw an objective picture as to 
the investment attractiveness of an ICO or blockchain project, and provide potential investors with unbiased 
information about the key strategic indicators and potential risks, which they can use to make an investment 
desicions.

What is Neironix rating?



Neironix provides finished product to the market, which is 
already possessed with advanced functionality and has a 
good potential for development on the world market in its 
segment. Neironix provides finished product to the market, 
which is already possessed with advanced functionality 
and has a good potential for development on the world 
market in its segment. The volume of own investment in the 
project amounted to $ 1,400,000: $ 1,300,000 went into 
system development and $ 100,000 to initial promotion.

Neironix as end product

Neironix provides data for cryptocurrency investors of different levels and serves as a platform on which 
blockchain projects can implement their PR strategy.

Data which is provided by Neironix, will be delivered in different paid packages:

Results of final rating, multidimensional scoring of ICO projects;

Monitoring and notifications about changes in a specific ICO project rating;

Monitoring as to the discharge of key Road Map obligations for each implemented ICO project;

Analytics for financial markets;

Popularity index for cryptocurrencies and tokens;

Target audience Neironix 

The package for professional investors in addition to basic analytics contains:

Results of final rating, multidimensional scoring of ICO projects; 

Dynamic tracking of risk factors and degree of their impact on the resulting rating;

Structured analysis of capital for each ICO project at the stages of Token Sale;

Structured analysis of major token holders for each implemented ICO project; 

Monitoring of calendars for planned and actual token listing; 

Popularity index for cryptocurrencies and tokens;

Indices and multipliers;

Market reviews and analytics;

For ICO project teams, the following functionality is provided:

Full checklist for ICO preparation;

KYC verification of project stakeholders;

ICO blogging on the Neironix platform;

Publication of press releases, reports and project news;

Analytics for token bidding, notifications about flow of funds for major token holders;

Analytics for advertisement sources, automatic selection of sites for placement.

ICO scoring;



In its business strategy, Neironix proceeds from the total number of cryptocurrencies holders and expects to 
take a significant share on the market of applications and analytical platforms for investors in 
cryptocurrencies.

The promotion strategy of Neironix relies on the basics of Agile Marketing — a method for flexible planning of 
marketing strategies – and is based on a rapid response to the changing financial conditions of project 
development,and the immediate adjustment of the marketing strategy at any time in accordance with the 
changes that have occurred.

 Entering the market and promoting

 NRX Token Economics 

neironix.io

We will ensure the stable rise in value of NRX token with the help of the following factors:

Growth in demand for Neironix 
platform services. 

Token buyback. 

0201 03
Deflation, burning away 100% of

tokens accepted as payment 
in the conditions of limited emission.


